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Interview with Alan Whear and Jenny Joyce held on 13th April 1994. 

by Jill Griffiths and Beth Neill 

For those who don't know them, Alan and Jenny started Windsor 
Morris back in 1974 and shortly after that they decided to run 
a magazine called Morris Matters. (The magazine rather ran out 
of steam in about 1987 and was resurrected in 1991.) The team, 
however, has continued to thrive and attract ne w members each 
year, although few of the originals re main. Since then, Alan has 
become a popular choice of music ia n f or workshops and (very) 
occasionally can still be seen playing for Windsor. Jenny left 
Windsor Morris in 1989 , to f ollow other interests. Alan left a 
little later once he was happy that the team had found a new 
musician! 

MM.How did you become interested in morris in the first place? 

JJ.We ran a folk club in 1974 and Alan picked up an old melodeon 
and began to learn to play it. At the same time, a woman called 
Toni talked about starting to run a morris team. I hadn't seen 
Cotswold before moving south but had seen oth er morr is. I'd also 
done a lot of country dancing, so we thought "why not?" because 
in those days we did things like that! We got together with other 
people at the folk club about it and decided to meet in the pub 
where the folk club was held, expecting that Toni would do the 
teaching. On the first night she turned up in high h eels and 
tight skirt, so we realised that maybe she wasn 't going to be 
doing much teaching, and we set out to do it ourselves. Other 
people who had seen morris turned up, including Jill Griffiths 
who was doing a secondment (from Bath) at Reading and dancing 
with Earley , and local dancers from Ellington. The latter, 
however, just thought of dances at rand om, with little regard to 
traditions or what would be suitable. So our early ideas were 
very strange. We got hold of Sharp's books and tried to teach 
ourselves the steps since it wasn 't ve ry clear from the teams we 
saw what THE MORRIS STEP was ! Nor was it very easy trying to 
follow all Sharp's points, but we persevered. 

It wasn't until we got in touch with Tubby Reynolds and Roy 
Dommett that we started to understand what we were trying to 
achieve. We went to a meeting at Cardiff (early days of the 
Morris Federation) and spoke with Bev Lane, who seemed quite 
shocked that we were doing dances from Headington etc. We didn't 
realise that there wer e "prescribed womens dances" A weekend had 
been arranged to teach women "suitable" dances, with Dave 
Robinson as teacher, it was to be North West. However, he broke 
his leg; Tubby Reynolds stepped into the breach, taught Cotswold 
instead .. and so the course of history was changed! We also 
found out about Berkshire Midsummer Festival through Jill and 
turned up without b eing invited .. and there we sa w Roy Dommett. 
Someone suggested we ask him - we were really nervous then, since 
he looked a bit fearsome, especially with this thing about what 
you should or shouldn't do withi n the morris. 

One early memory of that weekend at Cardiff was seeing Englands 
Glory dance and being very overwhelmed by their togetherness. 
It was many years later when Windsor achieved that same effect 
after much practice. 
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MM Who else helped in those first years? 

JJ Teams with whom we could be friends (not just women 's teams) 
such as Adderbury , Great Western and later on 7 Champions, Mr 
Jorrocks . As individuals , Tim Radford, Keith Chandler, Bernie 
Cherry and Jim Reynolds were all really helpful and supportive 
(either in running workshops for us or offering ideas). 

All the people whose dancing we liked had a certain quality of 
expansiveness everyone when they're learning tends to 
concentrate on the periphery rather than the whol e. 

We also went to Sidrnouth in 197 5 and attended the beginn ers 
workshops (I don't think women were allowed into the advanced!), 
run by Ber nie Cherry, who was very helpful. We saw as much 
morris as we could and saw Old Spot, which made us think "that's 
what it's all about, all the energy and foc ussed style", so on 
our return to Windsor we sat up for hours talking about what we 
wanted to do next. We wanted to change the kit (the green frilly 
skirts!), have utter commitment from members, two practices a 
week etc. By the time we went to the (inaugural) WMF meeting at 
Bath that October , the change from what we had been in summer 
showed. 

AW Another memory of that time as the result of the atmosphere 
of "women don 't do this" was that we were led to make judgements. 
We met with resistance and so we had to decide what sort of team 
we want e d to be, what we wanted to dance. It's not like it is 
for a man joining a morris team, where he just fits in. I 
remember meeting with Morris Sunderland (Squire of the Ring at 
the time) and h im telling me I was wast ed as musician for a 
womens team and would be most welcom e in a mans team. What I did 
enjoy though was the sheer feeling that what we were doing was 
innovative and exciting. He couldn't see that. 

JJ I think that 's what a lot of what Dave, Tubby and Roy were so 
useful for is that they were digging out the stuff that people 
weren't doing, finding traditions that weren't among the six that 
everyone did. It meant that we were able to develop Brackley 
since so little was known about it. There were obviously teams 
like Old Spot who were doing this looking outside the stock items 
but they were rare. It h elped us to have a core of members (many 
were mums of young child ren who loved the morris as a break from 
the routine) who all lived close and formed a sense of community 
which was important to the team in the early days, we were always 
meeting and talking about morris. 

Roy came to do a worksh op with us (the first of many!). His way 
of teaching and discussing morris was really stimulating - he was 
inviting us to think about it. We went to see as much morris 
as we could. 

AW I wrote down about 200 teams that we went to see in the first 
couple of years . Looking back on Roy's teaching, we didn't 
realise how subversive he was being. He taught us a stick chorus 
and didn ' t tell us it was Moul ton's. We just thought it was 
interesting sticking! We adapted it, obviously . 

JJ. His idea of creating your own tradition was very use ful -
making something out of what was known and making it_you~ own. 
I went up to Cecil Sharp House and spent a lot of time in the 
Library trying to find out as much as possible about what we were 
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doing. Brackley and particularly Badby had so little 
information that we had of necessity to create a lot of what we 
did. _There was little recei v ed wisdom about Bad.by and what there 
was didn't match what we read. When we read that Fred Hamer said 
of Brackley that the height was noticeable, that it was very 
slow and that every step has its beat, we thought that this isn't 
what you see being done in the street! So going back to the 
s ou rces gave us a lot of help. We were completely obsessed 
really! 

MM How long did the obsession last? 

JJ Till about 1985 . 15 years on all the politics within a team 
begin to pall, they're bound to happen in the formative years . 
As we grew older the challenges of looking at the dance and being 
creative became harder to meet. 

AW What is worth commenting on is that when you stick with 
something for a l on g time, then what becomes important is the 
quality of what you are doing. 
When Jen was running a workshop at Sidmouth, about the importance 
o f the centre o f gravity , Chris White (Ex 7 Champions) cam e up 
and said "you're talking about the Hara " . All those Tai Chi and 
martial arts have the same sense of the importance of things 
coming from with in. 

JJ Another thing t ha t is worth commenting on is the sheer 
antagonism in the early years. It has changed trem e ndously over 
10 to 15 y ears. It is somewhat like the anger that has arisen 
over the issue of women priests. Somehow there was a sense of 
out rage in perfectly normal men, who had all thes e ideas about 
fertility rituals and maleness of the morris , which made them 
ov ertly hostile to us. The consequence was that as a team , it 
created a sense of defensiveness and a defensive style of dancing 
which was n 't necessarily good for us and it didn't really change 
until the first time we went to the States (in 1981 ) . That 
e nvi r onme nt where everyone was totally supportive and there were 
no questions about whether women should or shouldn ' t do it meant 
that ou r style began to loosen up, which was something which we 
really needed to do. 

Looking back on vid eos, it is obvious how defensive we were , 
because we HAD to be. When we came back from the States we were 
much mor e confident and the artistic element began to replac e the 
defensive one. Just as well , since the defensive element had 
permeated the social aspect of the team as well , and maybe some 
people never lost it. 

Also around that time a lot of other teams were emerging who 
didn 't want to be part of the Ring (all the White Shoe elements 
etc) and so that meant we began to have some friends within the 
mor ris! We no longer had to go out with only womens teams. 

One thing we are asking is where are the teams to create that 
sort of impact now? Fe w womens teams have taken up the challenge 
we set, e v e n though in the States in 1981 there was a strong 
element of "we wan t to be like that !" 

MM On the subject o f Mor ris Matters , how did that start? 

AW. To some extent because we felt there was a need for a 
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platform to discuss morris. We felt alienated and out on a limb. 
~? let's start~ magazine to allow us to have a voice. Initially 
i~ f ollow ed an idea at the (Womens) Morris Federati on to create 
a newsletter , and f or a year Alan was a member of the committee 
as n e wsletter e dito r. Bu t we then broke away since what we 
wanted to do was t o r un a morris magazine and to dissociate 
ours e lv es from all th e arguments ab ou t Womens Morris Federation. 
The Federation still acted as a distribution point but we were 
independent. It was a f o rum f o r OUR ideas! 
We tri e d to make it look professional. 

(At this stage we i ndu lged in a spot of nostalgia as Jen dug out 
a copy o f the v ery first issue of Morris Matters to confirm it 
had b een attached to WMF at first, and there we saw nam es of 
Betty Reynolds, Val Parker, all contributing their t wo penn ' orth) 

MM Have you any regrets about the past? 

JJ Mayb e the way we e nded up being so defensi v e. It was 
in ev i tabl e but it us ed up a lot of energy. I'm just thankful for 
the trip to the States and the resultant relaxing of the style. 

AW I hav e serious regrets about the major folk festivals. A 
team, such as South Downs, could be invit e d to appear with in a 
year of for mati on , while Windsor finally gets in vited when some 
o f us are going grey! About 1983 was our peak. At the time we 
were con sidered good eno ugh to teach at Pinewo od s (an American 
folk camp) and at Sidrnouth - but not to be a booked team. 

MM How did the contacts with America come ab out? 

AW Th r ough Roy . He put us in touch with Andy a nd Tony Barrand 
who took a v i de o o f u s in about 1978 and we sat up all night 
talking a bout morris .. then we seemed to be on the route f or 
vi siting morris teams from the States, so it was stimulating to 
mee t all o f them .. The first American team we got to know over 
here were Ring O Belles. It was refreshing to be with a team who 
did a ll t h eir own announcements (in the early days o f Windsor 
we had a man announcing us!) and weren 't apologetic about 
anything. 

MM. What was it like teaching at Pine wood s? 

JJ Well, we we nt to the States with the t ea m i n 1981 a nd after 
that when we were invited to teach we kne w people wou ld be 
interest e d in what we taught . Although the morris scene in the 
States was very healthy , no women had taught morris at Pinewoods 
English week. So it was a bit of an issue when we were there. 
Tony Barrand wanted to bring in people who were very committed 
to a particular way of doing things. This was especially so in 
that many people ov er there had learnt from published material, 
and were e ven f urth er away fr om the r oots o f the dance, s o it was 
seen as e v e n more important to stick to published material . So 
when we went over it was interestina to show what could be done 
with available notation ; by that tlme much of what we did was 
mad e up. At the time we weren't aware o f all these 
und er cu rre nts . 

I really en joy ed teaching over there - people were so responsi v e 
and will ing to put all they had into it . Pinewoods is diff erent 
from Sidmouth in that it is self - contained and people go just 
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to be at the folk camp. Sidmouth is more dispersed. Al so 
Americans are that bit more serious than us about it. Even the 
social si de of it is organised, not like here where people will 
relax by hanging out at a pub. There were parties and dances , 
as a way of filling the time off. Lots of preparation. 

MM What about teaching at Sidmouth? 

JJ First we did beginners in 1986 then "moved up" to advanced in 
1988. It wa s a gradual thing, at first Alan replaced Tubby as 
music ia n for Roy and then we taught the whole sessions. 

MM About this playing as musician for Roy's workshops .. how did 
they arise? 

AW That was another odd tale. Roy had arranged for us to come 
down to a workshop he was doing at Halsway Manor since he knew 
we would be i nt erested in that sort of event, then it turned out 
it was a men - on ly weekend! It was being run by EFDSS - a non 
di scri minat ory body! - so Roy questioned why it wasn ' t more open. 
Comsequently it was cancelled and relocated at How Hi ll in 1986. 
And I' ve been playing at them ever since. 

MM What about moments you'd rather forget? 

AW There was the newspaper caption "Give him some stick , girls ", 
with all th e team surrounding me with morris sticks. 

J J We were too naive in those days to argue with newspaper 
editors and photographers. There was also the title of the team 
"Merry Wive s o f Windso r", again in our formative days when we 
were told we had to have a name that would let people know we 
we re wome n , oth er wi se people might be outraged when they 
discov ered we were no t men. 

AW Th ere was also a meeting with our local Ring team (Datchet) 
whe n we were being so polite to them. In those days there were 
teams who pretended we didn ' t exist. It took 15 years before they 
danc e d out with us! 

MM You've put a lot into the morris. 
giv e n you? 

JJ The sheer enj oyment ov er 15 years. 

Is there anything it's 

AW The skill I wouldn 't otherwise have developed. Also latterly 
my connection with the Royal Ballet School team. There has 
always been a (boys) team there and when Alan Dilly took over the 
teaching, I was asked to act as musician. It ' s wonderful to.be 
involved in their education. The boys don't have that expansive 
quality whe n they start but it ' s good to see them unfold. 

JJ Also the feeling of being that devoted and commmitted to 
something so deeply. It's not just the dance , there ' s the 
history, the discussions, the social aspect , the team dynamics 
(t ea m l ea d ership etc). Running the team helped my confidence a 
lot. 

AW I learnt a lot about being focussed onto what you ' re doing. 
It's difficult to teach. It's one of the attractions of the 
team, not all teams are that absorbed in the morris. 
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JJ Another thing I learnt at Sid.mouth from listening to 
contemporary dance teache rs and latterly (after leaving Windsor) 
doing Tai Chi, th e concept of energy flowing unrestricted , that ' s 
the Chi. It shows in the hankies, the energy flows through you 
and the hankie reflects it. Th e basic principle comes through 
in many physical activities. Roy is v ery good at spotting 
elements in othe r activities whi ch relate to morris . He will 
point out things that American ch ee rleaders do , or how runners 
warm up, not just all the historical aspects. He is brilliant 
for that. 

AW One other aspect of morris (and folk generally) in England is 
that it 's not regarded as dance. Al though it ' s part of our 
culture , it isn ' t respected t o the same extent that, for example, 
in their countri es, American Appalacian dance or Chinese dance 
is. 

MM Where are you now? 

AW Pursuing other interests . The centredn ess has helped me in 
my work (as a musical instrument maker). One o f the things that 
has kept me away from the morris is my need to follow through the 
work I'm doing! 

MM What about "T he Piano " ? 

AW I made the piano that featured in the film. I didn ' t know 
when it was commissioned it was going to be such a big film, 
although the di re ctor mad e it clear that she wanted it to be 
good. I was also despe rate for money at the time! Since then 
I've seen the film , although it was sp oil t for me in that I was 
constantly trying to see when they switched pianos! 

JJ I know I hav e to be committed to expl o ring something as part 
of my life . Morris has been replaced by meditation I guess . 
Again that's where my friends are . And learning ab out myths , 
legends, symbolism and expl oring the psyche . It has that same 
sense o f exploration as the early day of the morris. I still 
enjoy dancing I occas i onally do Raqs Sharqi dance. Also , 
singing; the Sacred Harp songs that we first learnt in Vermont -

Tony Barrand will be cov ering them at Norther n Harp worksh ops 
at Sid.mouth this year! 
I still work at the Arts Centre and I still enjoy watching 
performances of all kinds - what works, what doesn ' t , how people 
connect with their audien ces, how th e y express themselves and how 
the energy is transmitted . 
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CJhe Origins oj tfie 1wrris 
-with thanks to cfi.t!lornstokt far eermission to reerint thtir E"'ll'am1111 ,wtu 

We are oft en asked wha t are the origins o f Morris dancing. 
Unt il recently this was v ery ob scure and we had to make up 
silly, totally unsuppor ted stories about fertility and such 
thin9s. Anybody who had seen a Morri s Dancer after a typical 
session in a pub will know just how unlikely any association 
with ferility is. 

Fortunately, astounding new e v idence has recently come to 
light during the excavation of a burial mound in West 
Oxfordshir e. (1) Amazing artifacts were found, including a set 
of small bells and a rudimentary baldrick. Analysis of pollen 
in the tomb and a medical examination of the copses have 
suggested t hey all the bodies are those of hay fever 
sufferers. You wil l be aware that the type of Morris Dancing 
performed with bells and hankies is associated particularly 
wi th late Spring and early Summer , when the pollen count is 
high, It is now beleived by scholars that Morris dancing is a 
survival o f a great Neolithic festi val performed by secret 
groups o f hayfever sufferers. 

Further e vid e nc e in support of the theory was given 
discovery in 1983 if late Mesolithic era petroglyphs in 
shelter north of Frostbite Falls, Minnesota (2). 
clearly depict cavorting figures waving cloths over 
h eads. 

by the 
a rock 

These 
their 

The evidence for this Great Festival of the Drying of the 
Handkerchiefs is now considered by those who study such things 
to be inc ontrav ertible. We in Redbornstoke are proud to carry 
on the tradit i on i n memory of those brave souls who gave their 
all i n the ser vic e of the Dance, many centuries before the 
discov ery o f antihistamines. 

Refs: 
(1) The precise location 
investigation continues. 
of the Brafront Archeological 

is being kept secret while scientific 
For more details, see The Proceedings 

Society, XLIII, (1987 ) 

( 2 ) As illust rated in The American Norris Newsletter 
July / Aug 1991 

15, #2, 

Edi tor 's Note - It is also worthy of note that Redbornstoke 
aim to produce a new script for their programme each year. We 
look forward to 1995. 

Does anyone else hav e an interesting script 
programme? If so, do share it with us. 
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On ©anting 

- bt'i11g extoJ;ts from Orchtsograe£r-, hf ~inot Ylrb(IW • 

It just goes to show that nothing is new. Here they were 
disussing the hows and whys of dancing in a manuscript first 
published in 1589. Latterly there is mention of the morisque , 
but it seems to bear little relation to anything we kno w of as 
morris today. However, some of the comments don't change. 

11 I should like to have acquired skill in dancing during the 
hours between my serious studies, an accomplishment which 
would have rendered my company welcom e to all" 

"Why do you start off wi th the left foot?" 
"Because most men are right footed and the left foot is the 
weaker , so if it should come about that the left foot were to 
falter for any reason, the right foot would immediately be 
ready to support it" 

"The tabor with its regular rhythm is an immense help in 
bringing the feet into the correct positions required by the 
movements of the danc e" 

"Morris dances are performed in duple time. Originally they 
wer e executed by striking the feet together, but because the 
dancers found this too painful they tried striking the heels 
only while keeping the toes rigid, ... has been proven by 
experience to lead eventually to podagra (go ut in the feet) 
and other gouty affections, whereby this dance has fallen 
into disuse " 

(Editor's note , this sounds like a funny sort o f shuffle 
f o r ward, using the h eels tapping together to sound the bells. 
I'm not surprised it lapsed) 

* Orch es ography , translated by M . S. 
Dov er Publications Inc., 180 Va rick 
ISB N 0 -4 86-21745 - 0 (1967 ) 
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A YEAR WITH THE FABULOUS FEZHEADS ! 

by George Frampton 

Aft er ten years with the Seven Champions, I decided to break 
and do 's omet hing different ' . That ' something ' made little 
progress by the time the follo wing spring came around , and 
with it the 'urge' to perform. One March night in 1993, I 
phoned up Phil Long, a one - time Champion and Fezhead 
secretary, who owned to be a little gob - smacked that I had 
even thought about changing headwear. Envoi! 

The Fabulous Fezheads featuring Keith the Camel were born from 
a split between much of the male half of the former Boughton 
morris danc ers with their sister faction. The original 
Boughton Monch e lsea dancers were formed in 197 9, performing 
dances o f the Cotswold revival wearing tricorn hats and knee 
breeches. Under the guidance of Gordon Newton, they switched 
to a black - faced, tattered-coat, be-clogged image doing Welsh 
Border, v ery nearly achieving immortality as founders of the 
Rochester Sweeps' Festival in 1983, alongside the newly - formed 
Loose Women, their sister team. However, by the end of the 
year, Gordon had left after differences with the team, leaving 
a fairly young team to cope on their own. And cope they did, 
e volving the nearest thing they ever had to an ' Ale' by way of 
a we eken d o f dance centred on 'The Plough' at Stalisfield 
Green nea r Charing, emulating in spirit the Dover ' s Hill Games 
- albeit with ye olde fashioned sacke race, three-legged race, 
yard e o f a l e, and other fayre. After the latest split in 1991, 
the mal e members found themselves at a festival in Brighton 
dancing as the Boughton Fish-heads (named after a rock band 
with which they had some acquaintance) . It was here where 
someone sp ott ed fezzes for sale, and the Fish-heads became the 
Fez heads and an imag e wa s born. A hobby - camel was built by 
one - time Globe Theatre stage crewman Arthur de Mowbray, and 
the new team achieved early fame when Keith the Camel was 
stolen outsid e a Rochester pub at the 1992 Dickens Festival 
with the team drinking inside! Newspaper publicity led to the 
camel's retrieval under mysterious circumstances at 
Sittingbourne police station. 

The Knights of the Grand Order of the Fez are a bunch of mates 
who ha v e known each other for a long time, even back to the 
early days o f Boughton Morris. They are collectively intent on 
having a good time together with a few drinks, a song or two 
in the pub - and, who kno ws - they may even get up and dance! 
The repert o ire includes a mummers play, writ ten during the 
last fe w years before the split. The dances performed devolve 
directly from the old Boughton repertoire, together with ones 
composed to fit the 'image'. A splendid philosophy, and 
al though unkind word s have been said about the old Boughton 
team by friends of mine (some in high places), I thought them 
to be a good tightly - knit crowd, basically a fun bunch, and -
the image was irresistible! 

I joined them as a musician, 
of dancing (I have suffered 
Phil Long warn ed me 'don't 
and gave me instructions to 
Barming, nea r Maidstone, the 

making clear I had no intention 
back trouble over recent years). 

expect anything like the Champs' 
meet at The Duke of Edinburgh at 
next Thursday. After a drink, the 
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team was vaguely quorate , and a convoy of cars left for a 
derelict part of Maidstone Hospital for what can bes t be 
described as the practice hall. A key was produced to the padlock 
barring our way to a former psychiatric ward which was strewn 
with all manner of debris, the odd wheelchair and no heating! 
What was I doing here? Romances are made of this (usually in 
another universe). After working at a few dances , the same convoy 
returned to the pub. 

Apart from the six - man dances of the Boughton repertoire , four
man adaptations are worked up since numbers are apt to be 
limited. There is 'Saturday Night' which is a stick dance without 
napping , where the stick is wield e d in the style of guitar hero e s 
of the age vis - a-vis Chuck Berry , the Shadows and Madness! The 
'Knee Dance' for multiples of two has oddball figures such as the 
knee - wobbler and 'Saturday night at the Roxy'. The ' Fez Dance ' 
is currently being revamped , suffice to say that when we get the 
'famous sporting moments ' figures sorted out , the fez swapping 
evolution will be its least memorable feature . Then there ' s the 
'Sand Dance ' 

A year ago, the names Wilson, Keppel and Betty meant nothing to 
me (Ah! Vienna!) The story goes that during the previous 
Christmas , Arthur had the presence of mind to video their 
original dance from a television programme , and persuaded Graham 
Lucas to learn the dance with him, with Phil (and myself) playing 
the 'orrible minor key tune on button accordion and concert i na. 
The two dancers dress as Egyptian slaves , with little ancillary 
pageantry. As far as I recall it , the dance was given its first 
airing outside a pub in Wandsworth for a social organised by ' the 
Sultans of Swing ' a be - fezzed golfing society based in 
Wimbledon. A good time was had by all . 

My own debut was made during the Rochester Sweeps Fe stival , just 
a year after I had first seen the team per f orm at the same venue . 
My intention was to dress as som e Gordon of Khartoum meets 
Harrison Ford character. I visited the army surplus cloth i ng shop 
Laurance Corner in London ' s Hampstead Road , and after selecting 
a safari shirt in colours compatible with most everyday - wear 
trousers, my eyes alighted on this most amazing khaki jacket 
swathed in CCCP insignia. No! I could not we ar my sa f ari hat, the 
fez was mandatory . 

It is a Boughton tradition to enter the Sidmouth Ritual Dance 
competition (not usually with hope of winning). It is the one 
event guaranteed to attract every one - time Boughton - ite for at 
least once in the year, if only for the Saturday night pub tour . 
Gordon Newton has now r e sumed playing me lodeon for the t e am . 
Everywhere we went, Royal Liberty morris and M. C. Morris (a.k.a. 
Knuckle Rappers) kept up a tattoo of percussion and drumming from 
venue to venue. About two weeks before the event, plans had to 
be hatched for the competition. First of all , was the need to 
build a new camel ' s head - the old one had been stolen (ag a in ) 
outside the Wandsworth pub while the team descended en mass e to 
the nearby all - night Macdonalds for a cheeseburg er! . . . What 
about a sarcophagus? ' I ' 11 build a sarcophagus ' volunte e red 
Arthur . I don't suppose that any of us were convinced that Arthur 
would complete replacing Keith's he ad and build and transport an 
Egyptian mummy-case to Sidmouth in time fo r the comp e tition until 
I saw Jon Shaw being enm es hed with toil e t roll! Councillor Shaw 
(Labour, Luton ward, Rochester-upon-Medway city council ) was to 
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step out of the sarcophagus dress ed as a mummy to introduce the 
camel (that 'Baron of bad breath'), the team, then the sand 
dance , after being carried at shoulder height through the marquee 
forming the competition venue . Laugh? I nearly died, and we lost 
on a technicality! But I wonder if Wilson , Keppel or Betty had 
envisaged any similar pageant? 

Thanks to Gordon Ne wton , who was organising some of the morris 
stands in the town (as well as being the brain behind the 
Rochester Sweeps Festival), interest was expressed in booking the 
Fezheads for 1994 's Dancing England at the Derby Assembly Rooms. 
Personally speaking, despite my own inv olv ement in the Revival, 
I had never actually been to the original series or to its 1993 
Revival, but the collective palate was whetted with the prospect 
of performing in front of over a thousand spectators. A minibus 
was hir ed from the proceeds of three concept Kentish evenings 
(including morris dancing) held at Leeds Castle before Christmas, 
and eleven of us and camel crammed into it, with the sarcophagus 
strapped to the roof-rack for the 140 mile perambulation of the 
motorway systems. What we didn't know was that the 1994 Dancing 
England celebration was scaled down from previous years, and was 
little more than a ceilidh featuring ourselves plus two or three 
other teams in a room away from the main theatre. Bad words were 
said, although I prefer to remember fondly the session we had in 
'T he Brunswick' and the team spirit going up the Ml. 

Today, the Fezheads have forsaken the psychiatric wing for the 
more homely back room of the 'Brickmakers' Arms' in Perryfield 
Street, Maidstone on a Wednesday night. It's slightly warmer, but 
there's the problem of getting the lads out of the bar! 

The last year has been interesting, to say the very least, 
hobnobbing with a team which seemed to be recognised as pariahs 
of the morris dance world. As I've hinted earlier, it was purely 
the need to perform which drove me to join a team. After the 
Champions, it could not be a team devoid of panache, yet it had 
to be a team which allowed me to intercalate outside interests, 
including a growing family. The spirit and sense of camaraderie 
I have experienced over the last year infer that I have chosen 
well , and underline that these factors and teamwork are essential 
as parameters o f 'g ood ' morris, as opposed to 'bad' or 'ugly' 
(descriptors used at the recent conference of similar name). 

I dar esa y the rest of the Fezheads would be amused to find 
themselves being written about in such an analytical style, and 
by doing so, I hope no embarrassment is caused or sense of 
patronising felt. The Fezheads are not a silk purse made out of 
Boughton Monch elsea's sow's ear because of the ingenuity of the 
Sand Dance ( if that's their claim to fame), rather than a 
commentary of its dramatis personae. Or to put it another way, 
I've had a bloody good laugh in their company, this year, and 
look forward to many mor e. 

George Frampton March, 1994. 
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THE ROY DOMMETT REUNION WEEKEND AT WANTAGE (MARCH 1994) 
- A PERSONAL VIEW 

This is not a synopsis of the Advanced Morris Instructional 
held at Wantage but rather a personal view of a very full 
weekend. Roy had issued a programme around the theme of 
stretching the Mor ris, wh ich could include Cots wold choruses, 
Border type dance, unusu al Cotswold figures, The Sand Dance, 
Ascot und er Wychwood , London Morris, Irish Morris, Bacup Coco 
nut dance, Eynsham and other things .. .. 

Friday e vening at the Ridgeway Centre saw the weekend begin 
with a mea l in this wonder ful building in the company of many 
old friends plus a fe w new faces. When the meal ended, the 
furniture was moved out of the way and the dining room was 
ready for the most crowded session of the weekend - Border 
style danc es , the boom industry of the last 15 years; dances 
from a range of sources including the USA, wh ere Morris is 
enjoying an unpr ecedented popularity .. and a Basque stick 
danc e! 

The evening en ded, as is traditional for these events, with a 
conversation initiated by Roy on a subject of his choice, 
This time he asked us to consider the Magic of the Morris both 
for the dancers and the audience, I have reservations about 
the close scrutiny of certain things, such as being in love or 
a pint of good beer, It is possible to analyse it away to 
nothing, I am happy to b elieve that the whole is much greater 
than the sum of its parts and just experience the magic, 
(Perhaps it's just the male reluctance to express feelings) 
It was a late night. 

Saturday saw the first of the sessions at Lain ' s Barn, another 
inspirational setting. The day contained a couple of sessions 
in which th e mat erial was presented and taught to us, Good 
Cots wo ld Morris choruses had us dancing Bledington / Fieldtown 
etc figures of ou r choice and fitting the new choruses in. A 
v ery i nt eresting illustration of ways of developing new 
choruses and n e w dances. The Ascot under Wychwood case 
history illustrated the diversity of interpretations that have 
grown from the recorded dances. 

Less orthodox we re the two sessions starting from video 
material , The first wa s based on that classic of the Music 
Hall, The Sand Dance (Editor's note, see George Frampton ' s 
article about life as a Fezhead), by Wilson , Keppel and Betty. 
They t ou red the halls with the act for several decades and 
have been nuch copied. There can be few people in the country 
who do not instantly recognise the dance even if they know 
nothing of its origins. As such it is part of our cultural 
heritag e and fair game f o r a Dommett Weekend. We were allowed 
2 or 3 viewings of a shorter v ersion of the dance that had 
been used in The Generation Game and were then expected to 
re produce the danc e. An odd activity for a Morris 
Instructional? The exercise was illustrating the difficulty 
of recording a danc e from one or two viewings. Accepting the 
unfamiliarity o f the style (pseudo-Egyptian soft shoe 
sh u ffle), the point was well made. 
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The other video session was preceded by an accou n t of reference 
to London Morris . There seems to hav e been a tradit i on of 
danc ing which died out at the time of great growth in the 
capital. The suggestion was made that the remnants of London 
Morris are to be f ound in the social dances such as Knees Up 
Moth er Br own , Any Old Iron (both products of the Music Hall) To 
stimulate us into re-creating the London Morris we were shown the 
Chimn ey Sweeps dance from Mary Poppins. The effect was 
e l ectrifying and after ten minutes o f intense gr ou p activity we 
produce a s ucc essi on o f dance performed as a continuous sequence 
that sho wed both creativity and a geniune feeling for Old London. 
It had the stamp of authenticity comparable to Dick van Dyk e' s 
Cockney accent. Huge fun. 

In many ways I f ound Sunday the most impressive part of the 
weekend. The Bac up Brittania Coco-nut dancers were consider e d 
and irreverantly referred to as the Nutters. The dance or dances 
hav e a total o f 24 figures. They seem to be a nineteenth centry 
developm e nt from the currently popular Nigger Minstrel shows. 
This rat h er puts the tin hat on f o lkl o rists with ideas of linking 
th em with Mooris h bl ack faces. The characteristic " clapping " 
break wa s replaced by a Shepherd ' s Hey type of break, thus making 
the danc e available for wider use. The danc e is interesting , fun 
to perform a nd , in Roys words, an unquarried source. 

The session on Eynsham was the the best of the weekend for me . 
Roy's disc ou rse on the history and development of the Eynsham 
danc es was not only encyclopedic , it was a piece of scholarship. 
The know ledge o f how the side had formed, fallen into abeyance , 
reformed, remade the dances and who had been dancers in the side 
is i mpressi v e b ey ond question; but it is a scholarship which is 
worn lightly, f o r its purpose is not to instruct and codify but 
to i n s t r uct and liberate. The title of the weekend was 
cr eatiti v ity a nd the who le out - pouring of hard - won knowledge was 
t o stimulat e us to develop dancing by whatever means we felt 
appropriate . 

It could have been an occasion tinged wi th sadness , for Roy 
Dommett had alrea dy gi v en his Farewell Instructional , had been 
persuaded into Definitely the Last Instructional and n ow had b e en 
conned into the Reu nion . It came as a great relief to hear that 
th is only applied to Series I. This year Roy retires from his 
job and thereafter we can expect Series II. We wish you a long 
and hap py retirement, Roy and look forward to benefitting from 
many more o f your sti mul ating instructi onals. 

Thanks . 

Dav id Crease (Golden Star) April 1994 
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QEfLECTION~ ON THE 1992/3 MOQRI~ ~EA~ON 

In watching a lot of morris in the last two years I am struck 
by the persistence of seriously poor social behaviour and of 
faults. The prime failing is the belief that morris dancers 
are in v isible, so that like photographers they can stand or 
walk around in front of spectators without being noticed. 
This appears to be getting worse as now you can see even good 
sides indulge in it. If you are trying to watch or you see 
old folk trying to, just complain. 

The next problem is morris time, not the lateness of a start, 
but the complete absence of any indication for assembled 
spectators that a show will happen. It costs little to care 
for the people who have troubled to come. 

It should be a golden rule to practice as you intend to dance 
out. Which means that the shambles between dances, the 
arguments, the post - mortems, the unwillingness to be ready 
which you ha v e got used to all through the winter have no 
place in the shows and should not even be indulged in at 
practices. Does it not occur to people that the impression 
being given reflects onto all morris dancers? The real folk 
events are organised because everyone knows what to do and how 
to behave; why cannot the morris sides who have attended latch 
onto the idiom? If "dancing out " is ju st a practice night 
ou tside, do not call yourselves morris, which after all is an 
o ccasion, not just a jumble of movement to music . 

There are technical failings. Why do so few bother about body 
lang uage? Posture, expression and so on give messages that 
any spectator can understand. We all know that poor dancing 
is compensated for by enjoyment etc this is what it all 
means .. But eagerness, attentiveness, feeling for occasion can 
all be communicated. Why are drummers allowed to dominat e, 
often to the exclusion of all pleasure? Good sides 
performances are ruined by noise, usually offered with woe ful 
technique and ignorance of what is required. 

Finally why has screeching developed in the Border Morris? It 
was hardly part of the tradition, if that is relevant to what 
we do today, and was not the universal rule with those modern 
sides that made the idiom so effective and popular, It does 
no t add to the spectators enjoyment and at best should be an 
adjunct to the excitement that the dancing should be 
producing , not part of the technique of generating the 
excitement. 

Roy Dommett February 1994 
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BACK TO THE FUTURE? 

Gypsy Rose Forster's polycarbonate ball wa rming up 
our future be? 

what will 

Much like the present only more so, we might guess. One 
Impo~tant trend might be increasing isolation and the decline 
of wider communal life. "There is no such thing as society" 
to quote . The union meeting, the church social, the WI, th~ 
;riendly _society are remnants of a different past , Increases 
in traffic and fear of crime have banished social life from 
the streets . Alone , in couples or families, our lives outsid e 
work are corralled in the home; our outings are limited to the 
shopping mall or the pizza palace; our entertainment is mainly 
electronic and solitary. Soon , fibre optic "multi-media 
highways " will let us buy our shopping, call up any film ever 
made , listen to a univ ersity lecture or watch one of a 
thousand simultaneous sporting e vents without leaving our 
living room. The TV/computer line complex will entertain us 
and accommodate our needs . 

Very Interesting, Gypsy Rose , What's this got to do with 
Morris Dancing? 

Well , maybe quite a lot, How will the morris we spend our 
energies on survive in this future? 

One possible answer is the heritage route taken by craft 
skills and mainland European folk culture, " Gee Elmer, if we 
don't hurry we ' 11 miss the Maj esty of the Morris spectacular 
on our Trustmoatel Electronic and Cultural Access screen! " 

But instead, we could challenge rather than conform to the 
orthodoxy. Morris should be anarchistic, unpredictable, 
unsettling , It must not be allowed to be packaged shrink
wrapped , beamed into our TV sets. It should arrive 
unannounc ed where people are and demand their attention . It 
should remind them that music , dance and the capacity for 
shared enjoyment are not listed among SKY TV's offerings. It 
can - for an hour or five minutes - recreate communal vita lity 
and remind people that they are alive. 

To take this direction demands of us that we ask some hard 
questions . What messag es do we give when we appear? Does our 
appearance (let ' s say baldrics and flowery hats ) encourage the 
audience to expect to be shaken or confirmed in its 
prejudic es? Do mock - Tudor titles such as " Squir e" or 
announcements about a "Dance from Upper Piddle on Avon " make 
the audience expect to be involved? Do we pigeon hole 
ourselves as theme park bit-players or do we excite and 
invo_ve our audiences? 

In short, are we using our inheritance from the past to ensure 
its survival into the future? Have we got anything to say to 
ordinary people? 

Tony Forster March 1994 
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Hugh Rippon: Dis cover ing English Folk Dance 
3rd edition. Princes Risborough: Shire Publications , 1993. £3.95 . 
0- 7478 - 0225- 4 

It is always good to see a well written and easy to read book on 
any subject and I welcome Hugh Rippon ' s "Discovering English 
Folk Danc e" now in its third e dition . This little gem of a book 
covers both ritual and social dance and the wr iter leads us 
through the many var iati on s and manifestations of these with 
confidence and ease. 

There is a clear expla n at ion of the various types of ritual 
ceremonial dance covering morris , sword and hobby horses. There 
f ollow s a chapter called " The history of ritual ceremonial 
danc es" and Hugh puts forward some interesting ideas showing that 
throughout the world in ritual dance there are three repeating 
elements: peramb u lati on s or visitations from place to place at 
certain times of the year; an element that is seen t o bring good 
luck and disguise by the performers. 

When discussing the growth and decline of ritual dance Hugh 
points out that the geographical regions of the various forms of 
dance bear close resemblance to the settlement of England by the 
variou s waves of i nv aders after the Romans had left. An idea I 
have never heard before but which appears quite obvious once 
stated. The heyday o f morris and sword was in the early 
ninet eenth century when there was much rivalry between villages 
with competitions being a regular part of the calender. Hugh 
suggests t hat most of the character, steps and style of the 
dance s we do today date from this period of creativity. An 
interesting thesis given the current split in opinion about 
competitions. 

There f ollows a comprehensive review of where to see traditional 
and revi v al rit u al dance, which romps through the calende r and 
count ryside making one giddy with the variety to be seen. I was 
di sapp o inted to see no mention of the revival of interest in 
giants and guising given its elements of character and disguise 
and I would have also liked to seen a photograph of an all 
women 's Cotswold side. Near the end of the book are some pearls 
of wi sd om fr om the old morris dancers, originally published in 
1914 , many of the comments are relevant today and could have been 
us e d to complement some o f the talks at the last morris 
conf erence "Morris, the good, the bad and the ugly " . 

Having been born i n the 1950 ' s to parents involved with social 
dance and EFDSS I thought I would know mor e about the section on 
social dance. Once again the breadth of coverage filled in the 
gaps a nd linked together disparate piec e s of information I 
already held. 

Hugh tak es u s through the e volution of the forms and shap e s of 
social dances fr om r ound t o square to longways, with hays and 
turns an d steps mov i ng to the ebb and flow o f fashion.. The 
social influences are charted fr om Court to Playf o rd, village 
danc e to travelling dancing masters, barn dances to ceilidhs , 
with the exp ort a nd then import of styles and patterns to and 
fr om Nort h America . Altogether sho wing how different elements 
of dance a nd music from a variety of sourc e s and cultures cross 
fertilize and influence social dances and social dancing with the 
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Helston Furry Dance as probably England's oldest dance. From the 
viewpoint o f the twentieth century probably the most lasting 
influence was John Playford' s 1651 publication, "The English 
Dancing Master ", a book of 105 dances and tunes most of which 
were probably at least 100 years old at the time. I am always 
amazed that this was published during the Commonwealth, a period 
associated in popular mythology with Puritans, closed theatres 
and little fun, however the period between 1642 and 1662 was 
totally unr eg ulated as far as printing and publishing was 
concerned. There followed over the next 150 years scores of 
dance books, but like morris and sword the popularity of the 
country dance began to decline after about 1820. By the time of 
the first publication of a book of Scottish country dances in 
1789 about 10,000 English country dances had been published. 

The chapter on the modern folk dance revival is most interesting 
and lays bare the myth that it is all down to Cecil Sharp and 
shows the major influence of Mary Neal and the Esperance Club in 
the first impetus to collect the dances. Morris dances and some 
traditional social dances were collected but the main compass of 
social dance for 40 years became the 158 re-interpreted 'Playford 
dances '. The views o f these two about the dissemination of the 
collected material differed fundamentally: Cecil Sharp had a 
structured, educationalist view, where dances were collected and 
writt en down: Mary Neal a evolutionary one where the dance was 
learnt from a traditional dancer and passed on orally. The 1909 
decision of the Board of Educati on to include folk song and dance 
as part of the school curriculum ensured that Sharps' view 
predominated for many decades and the current initiative by EFDSS 
to reintroduce attainable standards can be seen as a continuance 
of this vi e w. 

For those who want to exercise their dancing feet the book 
concludes with several chapters of useful and practical 
information: how to become involved or teach social or 
traditional danc e; the structure of the dances; a section on 
events, workshops and addresses; a calender of folk dance events; 
a useful bibliography and a decent index. 

A book to recommend to all, well written , concise, informative 
and a great read. If you think you have nothing else to learn 
you will be surprised, if you are a beginner there is a wealth 
of information. I am please that this is published by a company 
whose books are available in tourist shops, hopefully it will 
become an attractive impulse buy for the general public. I never 
cease to be amazed at the resounding ignorance of the public (at 
least in London) about the existence of English traditional dance 
and any means that can be employed to dispel this must be 
promoted. 

Ann Mason Julv 1994 
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NOTATING DANCES 

ancient and modern 

I 

The first to write down actual traditional morris steps 
appears to have been Darcy Feris for the Bidford revival , 
whose papers were in the Vaughan Willliams Memorial Library in 
Cecil Sharp House. Sharp evolved a simple - and he had hoped 

sufficient notation which he used in his fie ld notes , 
manuscripts and publications. It was copied by Mary Neal in 
her handbooks and by the later collectors. It was being used 
in a draft Headington Quarry booklet prepared by Kenworthy 
Schofield in the late 1930's and in recently published Morris 
Federation and Ring notations. Arthur Peck, one time Ring 
Recorder, had tried to develop the method further , and drafted 
a journal article explaining it and had prepared a pocket booklet 
on Bampton which had a limited circulation . Lionel Bacon's Black 
Book picked up on all the accessible material and has reflected 
it , although often in an abbreviated way. 

The weakness of the Sharp method is that it describes the 
supporting foot rather than the action of the free foot; it does 
not hav e any stress, effort of quality of movement symbols , and 
is fitted to a simple music notation which does not accurately 
reflect the subtleties of the movements which are now considered 
significant, although such detail wa s part of the early EFDSS 
teaching . The notation is supplemented by detailed but 
standardised and separate descriptions of body carriage , steps 
and hand movements to cover the missing information. Although 
presented in 4 or 8 bar phrases as appropriate , lost altogether 
in the process is comment on the variations through a phrase. 
Despit e disclaimers , because the notation has been the main 
source for most dancers since WWI I, it has led to certain 
charact eristics in performance which might have been avoided if 
passed on more traditionally. 

Peck recognised the need to express movement continuity and 
emphasised sequences. Bacon avoided the problems by omitting 
such detail and leaving it to be taught by "word-of-foot". An 
emphasis on learning di rectly from experienced and competent 
dancers , which policy was first established by Mary Neal at the 
Esperance Club, had avoided challenging the Sharp publications, 
but risked deviation from these sources over a period of time , 
as happened very early at the Esperance Club and whi ch later led 
to EFDSS v ersi ons that did not match the actual performances of 
traditional sides. 

Most teams are self-taught, not in the traditional manner , 
because the leaders lacked - or failed to inherit- sufficent 
experience before the club was formed. Notations have a role as 
aide memoires wheth er published or in club manuscripts . The 
Morris Federation booklets were aimed at those who through 
circumstances had to be self sufficient. They established a 
clear policy to aim for a comprehensive coverage of kno".·m 
variants rather than to recommend an ephemeral "best " . There is 
a value in the current quality of morris notation , when it 
allows a freedom of interpretation or when it produces novelties. 

There have been many attempts in the past to provide effective 
dance notat i on methods a nd these have been the source of the 
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modern reconstructions of historical social and display dances , 
even though it has been with much difficulty. These are now 
preserved by Societies of Historical Dance. Each method had 
unwittingly assumed a great deal of standard , then current , 
knowledge and each has had to be replaced as the need to record 
mor e information for the perfomers has been felt. 

The limitations of these older approaches for recording the 
professional dance has led to the recent more comprehensive 
techniques, which still have limitations. Like music notations 
which are actually an "exact" record, there can be so much detail 
as to be inefficent as a working tool. I favour Labanotation 
which has already been used to record some Cotswold jigs, but it 
has failed so far to distinguish the stylistic differences 
between the three Bampton sides . The Morris Federation was 
advised by Tess Buckland to work up a Laban notation for the 
morris from first principles. Its role is probably to record the 
dancing of short phrases by individual dancers. 

The recording by film or video captures a complete two 
dimensional record o f one performance on one occasion taken from 
on e v iewpoint. It does not show what the side would consider a 
"best" performance because these are not supplied to order, nor 
will on e record show the t ol erance on movements that are accepted 
with in the club. Al so a "performance " should conceptually 
include both the periods in between dances and the behaviour of 
the mor ris characters. 

What to film is whole phrases, whole figures and whole choruses 
with leads in and out. The reasons why one should film or video 
is to explore aspects such as how costume dances, the ephemeral 
aspects o f a performance, to archive dance notation and to show 
team character. 

Roy Dommett 
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HASTINGS TRADITIONAL JACK IN THE GREEN 

Morris teams, display teams, street theatre groups. itinerant 
musicians etc are invited to attend the 1995 Hastings Traditional 
Jack in the Green celebration, which runs from May 5th to 8th 
1995 (N .B. NOT MAY 1st, due to the bank holiday being moved!) 
It is the big gest gathering o f morris dancers on the south coast , 
attracting ov er 750 dancers in 1994. 

The format for 1995 is similar - pub sessions in Hastings Old 
Town, a ceilidh e v ery night and concerts on Saturday and Sunday 
evening s. The streets of Hastings are open for teams to perform 
as little o r as much as they please. 

In 1995 we seek to expand beyond morris and would be interested 
in hearing from any performing groups . It costs you nothing to 
attend. Entrance to the main ceilidh and concerts is FREE to 
performing participants. In return we ask that you join in the 
Jack i n the Green processi on on the Monday. 

The numb er o f places is limited , so if you want to att e nd pl e ase 
reply - the earlier the better - to: 

Keith Leech 
9 Old Humphrey Avenue , 
Hasting s, 
E Sussex TN34 3BT 

04 2 4 712574 
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